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I have just bought a nww compiter that seemms
to hasve incredibly. Sensitive keys.
I have only to hesitate on a letter and it
reppppppppeatssss itself asssss ifffff iiiiiit hadadad
a mind of its ooooown.
A change of paragraph becomes the end
of the. world.
A precipice into which i f
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To make matters worse iii bought
a PC¡ with
french keyboard and not a Mac¶ with eènglïsh
quaïboàrd which is what I,m used to so the position
of the lettres is not qwite the samè•
I can't find tje key for
for example which is
inconvenient as i can't send any emails and there we
are Ive lost the full stop so my writing is becoming
stream of consciousness james joyces uses the same
technique in his novel ulysses here is an extract from
molly blooms soliloquy

Paste copy delete cut save
Yesterday i must hAve prssed a key and all
of a sudden everything was translated into
numbers my thoughts changed into an
undecipherable code

automatic correction outline my words or/and a
BANAL word appears in capital letters AS if it' was
impORtant a technique that

andre breton would haVe

approved of
{William S. Burroughs too}

It feels as if my keyboard wassabotaged ormaybe
someadvancedformoftechnology
translatesmyconfusedstateofmind inwriting

SPACe.

Maybe I should just close my eyes and tap onthe
keys randomly and. See what comes out here goes
Zdyhzvkx:7&. Fzatixzgjol dthzzfyiss. C_}%'dsyyazzv.
?./6 ( Hsdhm bjkl
Rubbish just As i thought
Ctrl urlself

Can a computer get drunk senile
gateux can a computer so hate
that he sabotages my wroting
Πoeº®æ‡∂ƒ¬μ≠÷∞~ß

?

me

(found it)

in a sense a pot of ink contains the complete works
of shakespeare condensed
so here is the alphabet. do with it what you will

abcdefghijklmnopqrstvwxyz
O dear !! the u is missing and a world
without u is 2 difficlt.
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457993534567ryy69
oy89998802946803737204:942780632706437
952;8954790651796380
there it happened again again again.

TGV magazine

Bar gone. Maaaaaad
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